
ASSOCIATE EDUCATIONAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME

WEDNESDAY 1st MARCH 2017

EVALUATION COLLATED

Attended inc 6 guests 35

Apologies 10

No shows 7

Strongly agreeAgree Tend to AgreeTend to DisagreeDisagreeStrongly Disagree

I have enjoyed the evening 24 5 0 0 0 0

I have learned from the evening 18 11 0 0 0 0

I have deepened my relationship with my other Fellows 17 10 2 0 0 0

The venue was comfortable and welcoming 11 15 2 1 0 0

The refreshments were appropriate 20 9 0 0 0 0

The format of the evening was engaging 25 4 0 0 0 0

The organisation/communication for the event was good 24 5 0 0 0 0

Comments

Wonderful input by John - really engaging and thought provoking - 

we can be the group that increases equity for education in Beds 

Borough - or at least improve it

Great to haver a professional discussion with colleagues in education (across the range of settings) with a focus to steer us

Good professional dialogue with colleagues. A thought provoking evening, thank you

Very Thought provoking speaker - good choice.

Really thought provoking discussion

Excellent Evening

Excellent speaker and better pasta

Excellent 'free' speaker, pasta especially delicious. Great contributions, learnt a lot.

Thank you very much!!

Thanks for the evening

The best yet!

Some of the 'Thank you's' at the end go on a bit. Do we need them all?

Thank you - really enjoyable - what a great group!

Excellent Speaker

A great evening, supper discussions and differing opinions and great organisation/speaker/topic. 

Thank you!

I enjoyed the debate and discussing difficult topics with professional people

A productive evening discussing the tensions and opportunities regarding teacher professionalism 

A repeated comment of it being Too Cold 

Another great Fellowship meeting - thank you

One of the best suppers to date

Wonderful Anna - thank you!

I liked the 'academic' element - the challenge was well pitched - its good to think. 
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